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Anomaly of excess pressure drops of the flow through very small orifices
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Excess pressure drops are measured for the flow through very small or沌ces whose diameter ranges

from the order of 1 mm to 10 /mm using water, silicon oils, and solutions of glycerin in water: For

larger orifices it is almost the same as, but for smaller orifices several times higher than, that of the

numerical analysis of Newtonian且uid. Water gives the highest among the liquids used. Velocities

are also measured along the centerline of a small orifice and found inconsistent with the result of the

numerical analysis. A different mechanism may be dominant in the flow through very small orifices.

◎ 1997 American Institute of Physics. [S1070-6631(97)02601-9]

Theexcesspressuredrop(epd)Apoftheflowthrough

aperturesisde負nedasthepressuredifferenceobtainedby

subtractingthepressuredropthatwouldexistifonlylosses

fromfullydeveloped且owwerepresent,fromthetotalpres-

suredropnecessarytoejectthe且uidthroughtheaperture.

HereApiscustomarilyrepresentedas

等-K+K'/Re,(1)

whereVisthemeanvelocity,pisthedensity,KandK'are

constants,andReisReynoldsnumber(-PVD/jm;/uisthe

__1T-¥viscosityandDistheaperturediameter).Thecreepingnow

foraninfinitelythinorificewastheoreticallystudiedand

37.7wasobtainedasK'byresearchers,and

experiments'DgavenearlythesamevalueofK'.Numerical

analysesmadeforcreepingpipeflowsprovidedthevalues

around27ofK,andthiswasexperimentallyconfirmed.9

Daganandotherstheoreticallytreatedthecreepingmotion

throughanorificeof丘nitelengthandfoundthattheexcess

pressuredropacrosstheorificecanbecloselyapproximated

(lessthanl%error)bySampson'sresulttheoreticallyob-

tainedforaninfinitelythinorifice.Alltheexperiments

mentionedabovewereconductedusing且uidsofincreased

viscositysuchasoilsoramixtureofwaterandsyrupor

glycerinforapertureslargerthantheorderof1mm.But

suchpreviousworksmaynotprovideinformationof且ows

throughsmallerorificesforwaterandotherliquidsoflow

viscosity,becauseanori丘cenowhasacharacterofelonga-

tional且owandtheelongationalrateishigherforsmaller

orificesthanforlargerorifices,evenatthesameReynolds

number.Thefluidmechanicsofsuchflowshasbeenscarcely

investigated,althoughrecentlyitisconsideredfundamen-

tallyimportantconcerningmicromechanics.

Inthepresentstudywemeasurethetotalpressuredrops

andcalculatetheexcesspressuredropsfortheflowthrough
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FIG. 1. Dimensionless excess pressure drop (2 Ap/pV ) against Reynolds

Pumber (Re) for distilled water. Here L is the thickness of the orifice and D
is its diameter. Ha, Ni, and St represent Harver, nickel, and stainless Steel of

the orifice material respectively. The numeral following Ha, Ni, and St

means the orifice diameter (fim): For instance, Ni-299 means that the or捕ce

material is nickel and the diameter is 299 jjm.一・- illustrates the numerical

analysis, and-gives the theoretical result of Stokes flow, (a) ○ (D= 109

yam; L-10 jjm); △ (D-299 fim, L-ll fwx); □ (D-505 /mm, L〒32 /an);

▽ CD-1024 /an, L-52 /an), (b) + (D-8.8 /an); ○ (Z>-9.2 /an); □

(D-13.4 /mi); △ (D-27.4 /ah); ◇ (D-35.3 yam); ▽ (D-64.9 /jm); ⑥

CD-109 /jm). All the orifices in (b) have the thickness of 10 fjm.
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FIG. 2. (a) Comparison of water and glycerin solutions in water;・is for water (v-1.00), □ for glycerin 20% in water (v-1.69), △ for 30% (v-2.39), ◇

for 40% (v-3M), ▽ for 50% (i>-5.28). Here v is the kinematic viscosity (×10　m2 s ') at 20 -C. (b) Comparison of water and silicon oils;・is for water

(v-1.00×1(T6 m2 s-1), □ for silicon oil (v-1.10), △ for silicon oil (v-2.22), and ◇ for silicon oil (v-5.13).

small orifices of the order from mm to tens of yarn's in a

range of relatively low Reynolds numbers using water and

other liquids of low viscosity. The velocity along the center-

line is also measured, and these results are compared with

the result of numerical analysis.

A test liquid was supplied with a head tank and made to

flow in a channel and through a small orifice set in the midst

of the channel. The flow rate was measured by weighing the

liquid during a time with a digital balance. It was confirmed

that vaporization during weighing of the liquid gives no vir-

tual effect on the result. In the case that the orifice diameter

is relatively large, namely, for the orifices larger than 299

//in, the liquid was supplied with a displacement pump spe-

daily designed, whose discharge was obtained by push of a

plunger into a liquid pool with a turning screw. The filter is

used only for silicon oils. The pressure differential was mea-

sured between the upstream and downstream positions rela-

tive to the orifice using pressure transducers of different ca-

pacities according to the magnitude of the pressure

measured. Each transducer was precisely and carefully call-

brated by applying the de丘nite heads of water. The orifice is

made of a thin foil of metal and an aperture is made by spark

machining. Water as a test liquid was re負ned through both

ion exchange resin and distillation. Because the mixing of

dust into the test liquid causes choke, great care was taken

for cleanliness in setting an orifice or a channel and in stor-

lng血e liquid. Velocities were measured along the centerhne

of the orifice in the upstream and downstream regions using

a laser-Doppler velocimeter.

We carried out a numerical analysis for the orifice flow

of a Newtonian且uid by the finite element method (FEM).

The FEM program employed is FIDAP of Fluid Dynamics

International Inc. Flow conditions for calculation were made

to coincide wi血that for血e present experiment; that is, in

addition to the range of Reynolds numbers, orifice thick-
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nesses different for each orifice (see Fig. 1) were given as a

condition in the numerical analysis.

In Fig. 1 we have the dimensionless epds (2Ap/pV )

plotted against the Reynolds number (Re) for various ori丘ce

diameters obtained by the experiment, the numerical analy-

sis, and the theory of creeping flow. The experimentally de-

cided epd occupies at least 60% of the measured total pres-

sure drop in the 8.8 /xm orifice (the thickest orifice), and the

portion of epd increases as the orifice diameter increases, or,

LID decreases. Because the present numerical analysis gives

nearly the same dimensionless epd regardless of the various

ratios of thickness to diameter adopted in this experiment, it

is represented as single points in the丘gure. We see that the

epd of numerical analysis at a low Reynolds number com-

cides with the theoretical one of Stokes且ow, and that for the

orifices larger than 65 /xm the experimental epd takes almost

血e same value as the numerical result except血e higher de-

viation in the range of Reynolds number less than 5 for the

65 /mm orifice [Figs. 1(a) and l(b)j. On the other hand, it

should be noted that the orifices below 35 /xm provide the

experimental data higher in value than the numerical analysis

[Fig. 1(b)J: Smaller orifices give the higher excess pressure

drop than the numerical analysis, especially the ori丘ces of

8.8 and 9.2 fim giving the values several times larger than

the numerical one. Considering that the difference between

the results of the experiment and numerical analysis corre-

sponds to the pressure differential larger than 1000 Pa with

the 9 /Ltm orifice, and the flow rate is measured under the

error of several %s, and further the experimental reproduc-

ibility is good, we can conclude that this increase in epd is

not an error in measurement.

The effect of the kind of the liquids on epd was exam-

ined and the result is given in Fig. 2. We see the glycerin

solutions in water and silicon oils te這ted also give higher

epds for the orifices below 35 yLtm than by the numerical
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FIG. 3. Examination of the effect of a bur on the excess pressure drop by

numerical analysis. The assumed bur is 0.07D in magnitude.

analysis, but they are lower than that of water.

Further examinations were made on the material of the

ori丘ce and the condition of the orifice hole: Ori屯ces of the

same diameter made of Harver and nickel foils were used,

but any difference of epd was not found between them and

therefore the effect of orifice material may be small for

metal, if it exists.

The orifice was examined with an electron microscope

and a bur produced at the periphery in machining was found.

The largest bur was about lO% of the orifice diameter in size.

In order to examine血e in且uence of the bur on the epd, a

numerical analysis was done: we assumed a bur attached to

the periphery of an orifice as shown in Fig. 3, analyzed the

flow through the ori丘ce by FIDAP and calculated the epd.

The result is shown in Fig. 3 and we have the increase of

only several percentages in epd by this analysis. Therefore

we conclude that the bur cannot be a cause of the great

increase of epd in the experiment.

It is well known that a surface dipped in a solution is

usually charged with ions, which leads to the formation of an

electric double layer. The measure of the layer is represented

by the Debye length. For a univalent electrolyte the Debye

length is about 1 nm for a concentration of 10 mol/m and

10 nm for 1 mol/m ,n which is much smaller than the small-

est orifice applied in the present experiment. Therefore the

effect may be small. To con五rm this conjecture, we again

measured血e excess pressure drop using 10 and 10 mol血s

NaCl solutions in water. If the increase in the epd had been

caused by the electric double layer, the epds measured would

have decreased in the solutions of NaCl used. But the experi-

ment clan丘ed that there is no discernible difference of epds

between water and NaCl solutions used. As a result, it is

thought that the electric double layer is not a cause of an

increase of the epd in small orifices.

Figure 4 gives the result of血e velocity measurement on

the centerline for three orifices. We see a good agreement
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FIG. 4. Centerline velocities made dimensionless with mean velocity ( vJ V)

upstream and downstream of the orifice plotted against the dimensionless

distance (x/D ; x <O indicates the upstream region and x>O the downstream

region). The velocity was measured separately upstream and downstream

and consequently Reynolds number is slightly different on inlet and outlet

sides. The measuring position is indeterminate by a breadth of the屯nite

measuring volume consisting of obliquely crossed laser beams. The breadth

is not neglected for a 0.028 mm orifice and denoted by line segments in the

丘gure.

between the measured and numerical results for the 1.01 mm

orifice but smaller experimental values for the 0.028 mm

or迅ce in the downstream region.

These results show that the flow through very small ori-

nces is different from that through the orifice of ordinary

size, which can be solved with a Navier-Stokes equation.

Another fluid mechanics may be needed to analyze this kind

of 且ow.
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